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From left: Cheryl and Mario Tricoci asked dSpace
Studio to turn their penthouse terrace into a
multiuse modern space; the outdoor kitchen at
the far end of the terrace includes a pizza oven
that Mario puts to delicious use.

F R OM C I T Y- S W EE PI N G R O OF T OP S T O LU S T WOR T H Y
L A N D S CA PE S , T HE SE PROJ E C T S W IL L L E AV E YOU
WA N TING TO TA K E IT OU TSIDE .
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EURO VISION

The team at dSpace Studio transformed a rooftop terrace into a space
their world-traveling clients could come home to and enjoy.
Photographed by Tony Soluri
THE CLIENT Cheryl and Mario
Tricoci are entrepreneurs
(they founded Mario Tricoci
Hair Salons and Day Spas),
world travelers and frequent
entertainers who wanted the
terrace of their penthouse to
work for gatherings large
and small.
THE PRIORITY “Cheryl and
Mario asked for an outdoor
space that felt fully connected to
the interior architecture of their
penthouse,” says Tom Hagerty,
principal at dSpace. “Their
home has a minimalist design, so
we worked to create a similar
palette and feeling outside.”
THE CHALLENGE “Working in
a multistory penthouse requires
a team with experience to
analyze the existing structure
and quality of what you’re
inheriting,” Hagerty says. “We
couldn’t use a crane because
it’s so high up and in the heart
of the city, so everything had
to be designed so it could be
transported in the elevator and
then up a flight of stairs.”
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THE DETAIL From the new
pergola that humanizes the scale
of the space to the bocce court
to the outdoor kitchen with
Mario’s pizza oven, every detail
was considered so the space
works when the Tricocis want
to have a glass of wine together
or when they want to throw a
100-person party.
THE OUTCOME “When the
project was done, Cheryl and
Mario invited the dSpace team
over for a beautiful dinner,” says
Kevin Toukoumidis, founding
principal at dSpace. “It was a
collaborative effort—they’ve
done so many projects over the
years—and they appreciated
every detail we thought of to
make the space look effortless
and easy.”
THE TEAM Architecture,
lighting and landscape design
were all handled by the team
at dSpace, which, along with
Toukoumidis and Hagerty,
included project manager Leslie
Mather. Topiarius was the
landscape contractor.
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